Plan Our Future SG

The Next Flight for Paya Lebar Air Base
As heard at the National Day Rally 2022 by Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong, 800 ha of land will be freed up
after Paya Lebar Air Base (PLAB) relocates in the 2030s, presenting an exciting opportunity to improve
connectivity between the north-east and eastern parts of our island, and transform the site by injecting
new homes, jobs and amenities. Explore concept proposals for the future PLAB site, where its unique past
can be sensitively integrated into future developments.
Check it out

Go Car-Lite
Making the most of underground
spaces
In land-scarce Singapore, underground spaces free
up valuable surface land for more people-centric
uses like housing, parks and community spaces.
Underground pedestrian links also enhance
connectivity and accessibility for commuters,
allowing us to travel from point to point in comfort
regardless of weather conditions. Take a stroll with
us through this well-known underground
pedestrian network in our Central Business District
to learn more!
Explore the trail

Shape a Distinctive City
Taking LUSH to the next level
Adding greenery to our urban structures not only
improves liveability, but can also create mini
habitats for wildlife that serve as connections
between key habitats. We are reviewing our
Landscaping for Urban Spaces and High-Rises
(LUSH) scheme to explore introducing guidelines
for ecologically-sensitive developments.
Discover more

P*DA Call for Entries
We're looking for outstanding architects or works
of architecture that have made an impact for the
President*s Design Award (P*DA) 2023! Submit
your entries by 26 September 2022.
Find out more

Conserve Built Heritage
Sketch an Early Shophouse
with us
Sketch an Early Shophouse with us! Built between
1840 and 1900, the Early Shophouse style typically
features a low, two-storey building with one or
two rectangular timber-framed windows. Today,
Early Shophouses are home to a variety of modern
uses, including many of our favourite shops or F&B
destinations!
Check out the distinct features

Enliven Public Spaces

Transform your speech into light!
Body, Heart and Soul is a roving art installation
organised by the Marina Central pilot Business
Improvement District (BID). The third installation in
the series offers an audio-visual experience
through illuminating cubes that respond to audio
cues. Whisper or clap into the microphone and
watch the cubes light up!
Check it out
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